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HYPEROTLET

HYPEROTLET
The realisation of the augmented corpus (hyperdocument) of the Traité de
documentation by Paul Otlet (1868-1944).
Historical recontextualization of documentation and information.
Reflection on the current issues of documentation in the digital humanities
and the epistemological debate on current issues a) digital documentation,
b) “documentarity” [Pédauque] and c) “documentality” [Ferraris] within a
community that can develop a European documentary tradition.
The development of new reading, consultation and circulation tools inside
an innovative digital ecosystem (HyperOtlet 1.0).
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HYPEROTLET

HYPEROnly 4 occurrences in the Treaty including:
“Hyper-Documentation” and “Hyper-Intelligence”
In Monde (p. 120-121), a quote lifted from J. Izoulet's La cité moderne (1895):
“Plato’s Republic, Aristotle’s Politics, St. Augustine’s City of God, Campanella’s
Sun City, Hobbes’ Leviathan, Thomas Morus’s Utopia, Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
Social Contract, Auguste Comte’s Great Work, Herbert Spencer’s
Hyperorganism, etc., etc., are all logical, mystical, legal, and biological
conceptions proposed to the people by the greatest geniuses.”
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HYPERTEXT AND HYPERDOCUMENTS
From T. Nelson's Selected papers (1977, p. 15):
“‘Hyper-’ is used in the mathematical sense of extension and generality (as in
‘hyperspace’, ‘hypercube’) rather than the medical sense of
‘excessive’ (‘hyperactivity’). There is no implication about size—a hypertext
could contain only 500 words or so. ‘Hyper-’ refers to structure and not size.”
From J.-P. Balpe's Hyperdocuments (1990, p. 6):
“A hyperdocument is an informative content consisting of a nebula of fragments
whose meaning is constructed through each of the paths determined by
reading.”
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THE FORMER STAGES BEFORE HYPER-DOCUMENTATION
“In the first stage, Man sees the Reality of the Universe by his own senses. Immediate, intuitive,
spontaneous and unthinking knowledge.
In the second stage, he reasons Reality and, combining his experience, generalizing it, interpreting
it, he makes a new representation of it.
In the third stage, he introduces the Document which records what his senses have perceived and
what his thought has constructed.
At the fourth stage, he creates the scientific instrument and Reality then appears to be magnified,
detailed, specified, another Universe successively reveals all its dimensions.
In the fifth stage, the Document intervenes again and it is to directly record the perception
provided by the instruments. Documents and instruments are so associated that there are no
longer two distinct things, but only one: the Document-Instrument”
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THE ULTIMAGE STAGE OF DOCUMENTATION
In the sixth stage, one stage further and all the senses having given rise to a proper
development, a recording instrumentation having been established for each, new senses
having come out of the primitive homogeneity and having been defined, while the spirit
perfects its conception, in these conditions we glimpse Hyper-Intelligence. “MeaningPerception-Document” are things, concepts welded together. Visual documents and
acoustic documents are completed by other documents, with touch, taste, fragrance and
more. At this stage also the “insensitive”, the imperceptible, will become sensitive and
perceptible through the tangible intermediary of the instrument-document. The irrational
in its turn, all that is incommunicable and neglected, and because of that revolts and rises
as it happens these days, the irrational will find its “expression” by ways still unsuspected.
And then it will really be the stage of Hyper-Documentation. (Otlet, 1934).
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HYPER HYPER
• Hyper as Massification
• Hyper as an extension
• Different kinds of documents (paper, audiovisual…)
• New methods of treatment (statistical machines)
• Links between documents (Hyper-document)
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HYPERDOCUMENTATION versus HYPERSEPARATISM
“As the world goes now, on the lines of hyper-separatism, there will soon be
only documentation to establish regular and benevolent contact between
man” (Otlet, 1935, p. 387 ; translated by Rayward, 1975, p. 354).
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THE ULTIMATE PROSPECT
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MONDE, ESSAI D’UNIVERSALISME
The other great book of Paul Otlet.
An attempt to synthesise the knowledge of his
time.
And a projection into the future of science,
knowledge and human societies.
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THE ULTIMAGE PROSPECT OF DOCUMENTATION
“And here is the ultimate problem of documentation (technical and
organisational). Man would no longer need documentation if he were assimilated
to a being who had become omniscient, in the manner of God himself. To a lesser
degree, remote instrumentation would be created combining radio, Röntgen rays,
cinema and microscopic photography. All things in the universe, and all things of
man, would be recorded remotely as they occurred. Thus would be established in
the moving image of the world, its memory, its true double. Each one at a
distance could read the passage which, enlarged and limited to the desired
subject, would be projected on the individual screen. Thus, everyone in his chair
could contemplate creation, in its entirety or in some of its parts.” (Otlet, 1935)
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COSMOSCOPE
The ultimate device:
instrument-document
The Cosmoscope and the
Cosmographe
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THE AGE OF OTLET ?

Between augmentation theory and
transhumanism?
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MECHANICAL BRAIN
“We must have a group of related machines that simultaneously or one after the other perform the following operations:
1.

transforming sound to writing;

2.

multiplying this writing as many times as required

3.

establishing documents in such a way that each data has its own individuality and its individuality in relationship
with others in the set, so that it may be referred where required;

4.

index of the category related to each data, punching documents according to its indices;

5.

automatically classifying these documents and placing them in a file;

6.

automatically retrieving documents to be consulted and presenting them either before the eyes or in a part of the
machine having to do with additional entries

7.

mechanically handling at will any entered data to obtain new combinations of facts, new relationships of ideas,
and new operations with the help of numbers.

The machinery that will perform these seven desiderata will be an actual mechanical and collective brain”
[OTLET 34, passage 413.4]. Translated in Le Deuff, 2018)
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A TRANSHUMANIST ?
The ultimate problem of scientific knowledge: to know so well
all reality, its beings, its phenomena and its laws that it is
possible to disintegrate all that exists, to reconstitute it, to
order it in different ways. The ultimate problem of the
technique: One man having only to push a button so that all
the factories of the world, settled perfectly between them,
start to produce all that is necessary for all the humanity. The
ultimate problem of the Society: Freedom creates divergences.
In a state limit, more would not need to resort to others.
Everyone could get everything he wanted by appealing
directly to things alone, and dispensing with men. Thus the
machine would have become the liberator of each, its
operation being done by one and things being arranged in the
right order for this alone.
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A LEGACY
In 1944, a collaborator, Valère Darchambeau try to explain the thought of Paul
Otlet and his legacy:
« Mr. Otlet's mental audacities, his "utopias," some would say, take on their full
value when considered in terms of the super-fast mechanical brain that these
machines constitute. This multiple and differentiated characterization to which
Mr. Otlet would like to end, practically unusable in a valid time by our slow and
quickly put off human brains, is likely to be the "code" through which statistical
machines will soon reveal (in 5, 20, 50 or x years of unsuspected and
unsuspected connections between things (Darchambeau, 1944).
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